The hypoxic brain. Insights from ischemia research.
The high energy requirements compared to the low energy reserves render the brain particularly vulnerable to hypoxic conditions. To protect the brain against hypoxia, powerful cerebrovascular regulatory systems assure an increase of blood flow to compensate for the reduced arterial oxygen content. This system is so efficient that during respiratory hypoxia brain metabolism is little disturbed as long as cardiac function does not fail. Only with declining blood pressure cerebral blood flow also declines, and brain energy metabolism rapidly collapses. Under experimental conditions, oxygen delivery to the brain is therefore more readily impaired by reducing blood flow in the first place, e.g. by occluding a supplying brain artery. With declining flow values metabolic and electrophysiological functions stepwise disappear according to the threshold concept of brain ischemia: first the most complex functions such as protein synthesis or the spontaneous electrical activity are suppressed, followed at much lower flow values by the breakdown of energy state and the depolarisation of cell membranes. The tissue supplied at a flow range between functional impairment and the suppression of vital functions has been called penumbra to characterize its potential revivability, provided oxygen supply is resumed. Besides its immediate effects, hypoxia causes delayed functional and metabolic disturbances which may even progress to cell death. The brain regions most sensitive to this type of injury are parts of the hippocampus, the dorsolateral caudate nucleus and the reticular nucleus of thalamus. Mechanisms contributing to delayed injury include coupling disturbances between brain function and blood flow, glutamate-propagated functional disturbances such as spreading depression, free radical mediated changes, disturbances of signal transduction pathways and complex abnormalities in the genomic expression patterns leading, in the worst case, to programmed cell death. A key mechanism in this complex stress response is the disturbed calcium homoeostasis of the endoplasmic reticulum which, among others, leads to the inhibition of protein synthesis at the translational level. Modulations of these pathological interactions are a major area of current ischemia research.